
  The Freak of Nature

Beaver Pond on the Canadian Shield

What is the point of writing poems about nature? 
Everyone will have a different answer. I do it out of love,
because I have to. Sixteen hundred years ago T'ao Ch'ien,
one of the first nature poets, wrote: 'Nothing like the
others, even as a child, / rooted in such love for hills and
mountains.'   Like T'ao Ch'ien, I don't really feel I belong
anywhere, but in my forest I come closest.  As an artist,
and a part of nature myself, I think that the least I can do
is try to make something with the beauty and the energy
of a heron or a hawk. 

Almost everything humans do diminishes the natural world,
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reduces the amount of living matter.  There are simply too
many of us.  In order to work at all, I have to overcome
the despair of knowing that this precious natural world is
shrinking, that every car park diminishes our lives, our
very humanity.  Wangari Maathai, winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize in 2004, said, 'The growth of an impersonal
concrete jungle directly leads to the psychosis, neuroses,
maniacal and freakish behaviour in the major cities of the
so-called developed world.'  She organized the planting of
thirty million trees.  That's taking action against despair. 
My wife and I have attached an easement to the title of
our property in Ontario, two hundred acres of forest and
ponds, so that future owners are bound to preserve it as
wilderness, in perpetuity.

Not all nature poems are about wilderness: gardens, pets,
farms are nature, too.  In the broadest sense, nature is
everything that is.   But the less human intervention there
is in the landscape, and the wilder it is, the more there is
for us to learn from it.  We long for an escape from the
prison of our own identity, and nature can give us that, if
we can just get out of our own way. Nature is so resolutely
Other, but at the same time we are a part of it. 

There are a lot of wonderful nature poems which are not in
fact about nature at all, but about the poet. The medium of
lyric poetry isn't only language; it's also the self, as
instrument.   Wordsworth's Prelude comes immediately to
mind: it's about both.  John Clare is at the other end of the
spectrum.  Often his poems are simply documenting his
surroundings, and they're all the better for that, even the
horrifying 'Badger'.  Keeping the poet out of the poem
entirely is of course impossible, but I think the best ones
try to get outside the self, and connect directly with what's
there.  The worst ones aren't about nature at all, but
simply use it as a sort of code to further the poet's
agenda. I don't like poems that have designs on me, other
than to delight me. At one time it was fashionable among
the European aristocracy to idealise the pastoral life of
shepherds. So Marie Antoinette had a shepherdess
costume made for her, and a silver milking pail, and sat in
her garden pretending to be in Arcadia. Now, it is
fashionable to be green, to appear to care about the
environment. So bad nature poets write angry poems
about our destruction of nature. This is simply preaching to
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the choir: the intent is not to make a work of art, but to
depict for us the higher moral posture of the poet, to make
them look good.

Poetic diction, obligatory for so long - those 'fragrant
bowers' and that 'finny tribe' - thrives still in amateur
poetry. Like the green propaganda poems, this is poetry
which is disrespectful of nature, because the poet doesn't
really look at it enough to give its elements an individual
identity.  This kind of laziness and ignorance is easy
enough to spot, however technically skilled the poet may
be.  For over fifty years there has been a standing cash
reward for anyone who can prove they've been attacked by
a wolf. It is still unclaimed, and you can still read poems
about fierce, dangerous, ravening wolves, and they're not
written by white-tailed deer, either.

Nature poetry today has changed, as we realize how little
there is left of it. There is more effort to really see and
understand what is there, on its own terms, as much as
that is possible. As our uncertainty about our place in the
universe, and on the planet, grows, we turn almost with
relief to poems which lack what Philip Roth calls the human
stain.  Nature is what it is, and it no longer has to be
trotted out as an example, the nineteenth-century ideal of
the sublime.  I think we're actually a little more humble
than we used to be, more respectful. 

Canada is the second-largest country on earth, at nearly
four million square miles, extending north from the US
border to the Arctic Ocean, and four thousand miles across
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. With only thirty-three
million people, the population of California, we have more
nature per capita than anyone else. Yet the first anthology
of Canadian nature poetry wasn't published until 2009.  For
a long time European immigrants felt very threatened by
Canada.  Nature in Canada is scary.  It can kill you.  It
wasn't something to make art about.  As a nineteenth-
century collector once said, 'It is bad enough having to live
in this country, without having pictures of it in your home.'
Like it or not, wilderness is the foundation of our national
identity, whether as a source of revenue from wood and
minerals, or the dream of a beautiful planet where we wish
we belonged.



 * 

South Frontenac

South Frontenac's muggy nights in June are thick

with sex and death; on Highway 38

teenagers race the black future

beyond their cars' twin antennae of light

 

where frog-dotted asphalt slices the marsh

and the dark pulses with ephemerae

whose day this is to fly and mate and die;

exoskeletons tick against the glass

 

that curves to shield these children covertly

glancing by dash light at faces, bodies

who never again will feel so much as now

and we cooler at heart

 

half-remembering, dream them safe to bed.

Sunday morning in the wrecker's yard

a chipping sparrow picks bugs off the grill

of a Dodge Ram 1500 truck.

 

Rivers and Mountains



High haze: a ring around the sun:

bright overcast: hand's shadow

fades on the page: clouds

tow blue sky on warm wind.

 

The busy world's machinery

is a wasp's buzz in the forest.

Pensioners, short-term contractors,

content, we can afford to let trees fall

 

unharvested, to feed the wilderness.

Up in the hardwood canopy

a wood thrush out-lieders rivals to persuade

an open-hearted listener it's all good.

 

Breezes brush the bay, sky-coloured

ripples advance, waver, reverse, we

follow somehow, shimmer, transient,

far sun-flicker stammering.

Stable Base

  

Two blue dragonflies stuck together fly

head to tail like two B-52s

refuelling, robot insect energy

driving too our poor pure animal brains

 



locked in human cells, clocks overwound

against the awful fact of all our endings,

generations swept away, firefly

pale green flashes weak against black, gone.

 

Rock, rock.  The lake's small waves lapping.

A Tiger Swallowtail feasts on black dung

shiny with seed or insect hulls

dropped by some small animal,

 

seems to revel in a life driven

only by animal insect energy,

glad in its brief time seems to dying say

to onrushing death, So fucking what.
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